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N18-45G  ::  $264 

AWAKENING

N18-44G  ::  $264 

CLARITY

Thick gold chainlink with large purple geode

Thick gold chainlink with large herkimer diamond quartz

N18-61S  ::  $216

BLUE MOON
Large silver chain with adjustable front hook, 

gold ring with gold star and moon charm

N18-62S ::  $216 

LEOPARD

Large silver chain with adjustable front hook, 

gold ring with herkimer diamond quartz

N18-63S  ::  $216 

MAYA
Large silver chain with adjustable front 

hook, gold ring with gold arrow charm

Mixed metals are bold yet refined.  

They are natural power pieces that  

combine masculine and feminine elements. 

With that is a feeling of being unique 

and ourselves

Mixed Metals
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N18-42S  ::  $204

CIRCLE OF LIFE

Flat silver chain with gold organic 

circle charm and cystal detail

N18-43S  ::  $204

STAR NIGHT

Flat silver chain and gold filled paperclip chain 

with gold star charm; can be worn long or short

N18-17G  ::  $204

GOLD KITE
Gold filled paperclip chain with gold diamond 

geometric detail; can be worn long or short

N18-41S  ::  $204

GOLDEN TAG

Flat silver chain with gold tag and 

drop herkimer diamond quartz charm

N18-2G  ::  $180 

SOUL
Gold filled paperclip chain with drop  

large baroque pearl pendant

N18-66G  ::  $140

HAND
Gold dainty chain with evil eye  

detail and white hamsa charm

N18-67G  ::  $140

PRAYER
Gold dainty chain with evil eye  

detail and white charm drop

N18-4S  ::  $180 

CURRENT
.925 Sterling silver paperclip chain with 

large silver coated brass moon pendant

N18-5G  ::  $180 

LYFE
Large silver chain with adjustable front hook, 

gold ring with gold arrow charm
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N18-49S  ::  $180

DOWN TO EARTH

Flat silver short chain with gold  

heart and black pearl drop

N18-56S  ::  $156

DOLORES

Silver flat chain with gold ball chain;  

can be worn long or short

N18-57S  ::  $156

STAPLE

Silver flat chain with gold paperclip chain; 

can be worn long or short

N18-50S  ::  $180

DAZED

Flat silver short chain with herkimer

diamond and gold bar drop

N18-51S  ::  $180

FLOOR TO CEILING

Flat silver short chain with gold star  

and white baroque pearl drop
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N18-15S  ::  $204

SILVER DROP
Flat silver chain with gold round geometric 

detail; can be worn long or short

N18-16S  ::  $204

SILVER KITE
Flat silver chain with gold diamond geo-

metric detail; can be worn long or short

Simplistic
+ Wearable
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Gold filled rope chain with baroque pearl, and 

brass organic oval. 34 inches.

.925 sterling silver rope chain with baroque pearl, 

and .925 sterling organic oval. 34 inches.

NF17-54G  ::  $228 

KELLIE
NF17-53S  ::  $264 

MOLLY

.925 sterling silver rope chain with chalcedony, and 

.925 sterling organic oval. 34 inches.

NF17-51S   ::  $264

EVELYN

Gold filled rope chain with labradorite, and 

brass oval. 34 inches.

NF17-52G  ::  $228 

IVY

N18-22G ::  $225

COAL

Gold filled thick chain with 

oversized African bead

N18-19G ::  $228

BLACKSTONE

Gold filled paperclip chain 

with bull horn pendant

N18-20S  ::  $228

WHITE LIGHT

Silver paperclip chain with 

herkimer diamond quartz

N18-18G  ::  $225

LILAC

Brass flat chain with amethyst pendant

N18-21G  ::  $228

GOLD LIGHT

Gold filled paperclip chain with 

herkimer diamond quartz
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N18-65G  ::  $264

AQUA
Brass chain doubled with green beaded chain circle pen-

dandt and aquamarine drop; can be worn long or short

Can be worn long or short; flat silver chain with metallic 

beads and silver star charm with labradorite drop

Gold filled paperclip chain with multi 

beads and Rocky Butte jasper pendant

N18-9S  ::  $264

PEWTER MOON
N18-10G  ::   $264

BUTTE
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N18-31G  ::  $180

GOLD TAG

Gold ball chain with gold brass tag 

and baroque pearl drop

N18-33G  ::  $204

STAR AND MOON

Gold ball chain with brass cast 

star and moon charm

N18-32G  ::  $204

CRYSTAL RING

Gold ball chain with drop ring and her-

kimer diamond quartz

N18-35G  ::  $216

LAVENDAR

Gold filled paperclip chain with removable 

amethyst charm; can be worn long or short

N18-36G  ::  $216

AQUAS

Gold filled paperclip chain with removable teal 

agate charm; can be worn long or short

N18-34G  ::  $204

BUTTE AND BALL

Gold ball chain with matte butte 

jasper pendant
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14k gold filled chain with wine and turquoise 

beading, mini charms, and horn. 34 inches.

NF17-45G  |  $228 

DARK HORN
NF17-46G  |  $228 

WHITE HORN

14k gold filled chain with natural/taupe crystal, 

mini charms, and white horn. 34 inches.

14k gold filled rope chain with gold drop, 

crystal charm, and oval horn. 34 inches.

NF17-44G  |  $180

MONTVERDE

14k gold filled rope chain with Tahitian pearl drop, 

black charm, and oval horn. 34 inches.

NF17-43G  |  $211.20 

CHEYENNE

N18-23G  ::  $228

DENALI

Black sueded cord necklace with black agate 

geode and precious metal clay bead closure

adjustable

N18-24G  ::  $228

CASCADE

Brown sueded cord necklace with herkimer diamond 

quartz and precious metal clay bead closure

adjustable

N18-25G  ::  $228

GANNETT
Blue/grey Sueded cord necklace with blue/grey agate 

geode and precious metal clay bead closure 

adjustable
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N18-40G  ::  $168

IROQUIS

Gold filled short chain with black agate charm

N18-64S  ::  $230

WHITE SWAN

Long .925 sterling silver paperclip chain with 

baroque pearl charm; can be worn long or short

N18-37S  ::  $216

MOOD

Gold filled paperclip chain with removable light 

agate charm; can be worn long or short

NF17-56G  ::  $204

SPRING
NF17-55G  ::  $216

AUTUMN

NF17-57G  ::  $216 

SUMMER

Gold filled paperclip chain with large clear 

rough quartz pendant; adjustable 18-32 inches

Gold filled paperclip chain with large Rocky 

Butte jasper pendant; adjustable 18-32 inches

Gold filled paperclip chain with peppermint 

jasper pendant; adjustable 18-32 inches

NF17-58G  ::  $192 

WINTER
N18-38G  ::  $168

OSAGE

Gold filled paperclip chain with large labrador-

ite pendant; adjustable 18-32 inches
Gold filled short paperclip chain 

with smokey grey agate charm
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N18-47G  ::  $216

WIDE EYE
N18-46G  ::  $216

SIDE EYE

N18-53G  ::  $216 

GREEN BUDDHA

N18-60G  |  $192 

BLACK EYE
N18-58G  ::  $192 

RED EYE

N18-54G  ::  $216 

TAUPE BUDDHA

N18-59G  |  $192 

WHITE EYE

Green beaded chain with gold talisman charm and 

aquamarine pendant; can be worn long or short

Gold filled dainty chain with 

onyx evil eye charm

Gold filled dainty chain with 

red enamel evil eye charm

Taupe beaded chain with gold talisman charm and 

fossilized coral side slice pendant; can be worn long

Gold filled dainty chain with 

white abalone evil eye charm

Long 14k gold filled chain with blue cystal detail 

and abalone and acrylic turquoise evil eye charm

NF17-48G  |  $204 

SAW NO EVIL

Short 14k gold filled chain with black cystal detail and 

black agate and mother of pearl evil eye charm

NF17-47G  |  $180 

SEE NO EVIL

Long thin gold rope chain with teal agate charmLong thin gold rope chain with riverstone charm
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N18-73G  ::  $205

LOVELESS

14k gold filled chain with crystals and 

loved coin with blue aquamarine. 34”

N18-74S  ::  $205 

LOVING

.925 Sterling silver chain and loved 

coin with labradorite; 34”

N18-72G  ::  $205

LOVELY

14k gold filled chain with crystals and 

loved coin with pink pearl. 34”

N18-75S  ::  $205 

LADY LOVE
N18-79S  ::  $205 

OBSESSION
N18-77G  ::  $205 

AMORE

N18-76G  ::  $205 

AMOUR

N18-78G  |  $205 

ENAMORED

.925 Sterling silver chain and loved 

coin with grey pearl; 34”

.925 sterling silver chain with snow crystals 

and loved coin with aquamarine 34”

14k gold filled chain with grey crystals and 

loved coin with grey pearl. 34”

14k gold filled chain with snow crystals 

and loved coin with white pearl. 34”

14k gold filled chain and loved coin 

with labradorite; 34”
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N18-69G  ::  $185

ROYAL

N18-70G  ::   $215 

RAGER
N18-68G  ::  $185 

REGAL

N18-79G  ::  $215 

RENEGADE

N18-71G  ::  $215 

RAMBLER

N18-68S  ::  $185 

REGALS

Italian gold plated thick chain; can be 

worn long or short; brass bar charm

Italian gold plated thick chain; can be worn 

long or short; star and moon charm

Italian gold plated thick chain; adjustable 

with brass star and ball charm

Italian gold plated thick chain; can be worn 

long or short; star charm and black stone

Italian gold plated thick chain; adjustable with brass pearl 

and puff heart charm; heart and baroque pearl charm

Italian silver thick chain; adjustable with 

silver star and ball charm

N18-52G  ::  $228 

SKY’S THE LIMIT

Gold chain with crystal bead details; drop brass 

moon charm with herkimer diamond drop

Wear as a bracelet too.

{  s ty le  note  }
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Chocolate Italian leather solid brass 

moon and star, with pearl. Adjustable.

NF17-40G  ::   $216 

ECLIPSE

Charcoal/black Italian leather solid sterling 

moon and star, with black pearl. Adjustable.

NF17-42S  ::  $240 

DARK MOON

Chocolate Italian leather solid sterling  

moon and star, with pearl. Adjustable.

NF17-41S  ::  $240 

HALF MOON

NF17-42G  ::  $216 

MOONSTONE

Charcoal/black Italian leather solid brass 

moon and star, with black pearl. Adjustable.

N18-11G  ::  $168

MONGO

Tan leather with gold African beads and 

herkimer diamon quartz

N18-12G  ::  $168

KONGO

Dark brown leather with gold African 

beads and brass bead

N18-8G  ::  $192 

BUHARI

Gold African beaded chain with turquoise beads 

and gold brass ball charm; 18 inches

N18-6G  ::  $192 

TIJANA

Gold African beaded chain with ostrich shell beads 

and gold brass ball charm; 18 inches

N18-7G  ::  $192

EMEKA

Gold African beaded chain with raw lapis beads 

and gold brass ball charm; 18 inches

Bohemian and free, pair 

this with a long gold 

necklace and a tank

{  s ty le  note  }
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LTHR-44G  ::  $230 

ABIGAIL
LTHR-45G  ::  $225 

ADA
NF17-09s  ::  $288 

PAINTED LADY

Black kangaroo leather from Germany with hand 

cast silver puff heart and white freshwater pearl.  

Adjustable slip knot 18-24 inches.

Tan kangaroo leather from Germany with hand 

cast brass puff heart and white freshwater 

pearl.  Adjustable slip knot 18-24 inches.

Solid .925 sterling butterfly with large 

Tahitian pearl and natural Italian leather. 

Adjustable 20-30 inches.

LTHR-07G  ::  $190

NOMAD
LTHR-13S  ::  $190

GREY DAY

Natural Italian leather brass spike and 

freshwater pearl. Adjustable.

Grey leather with silver spike and 

freshwater pearl. Adjustable.

LTHR-05G  ::  $190

HUNTER

Hunter green Italian leather, brass spike 

and black freshwater pearl. Adjustable.

NF17-28g  ::  $225

JARDIN
Solid brass butterfly with rose crystals and 14k 

gold filled flat chain.  Option to wear long or 

double up.  26-36 inches.

NF17-29g  ::  $225

SKY

Solid brass butterfly with ocean deep crystals 

and 14k gold filled flat chain.  Option to wear 

long or double up.  26-36 inches.

NF17-04g  ::  $160 

COMPASS

14k gold filled chain with white 

crystal accents and compass 

charm. 16 inch with 4 inch drop

NF17-06g  ::  $160

BEE

14k gold filled chain with white 

crystal accents and bee charm. 16 

inch with 4 inch drop

F2017-12G  ::  $240

DARK EDGE

F2017-14G  ::  $228

FOXY

Onyx, labradorite, brass arrowhead, and 

toggle. Can be worn long or short

Garnet, turquoise, brass triangle 

charm, sun charm, and African beads. 

Can be worn long or short
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BD-01G  ::  $262 

SCINTILLA

Silk cord, bone, pearlized chalcedony, oversized 14k 

gold filled toggle, and hand cast brass charm. Wear 

long or double wrap for a shorter look. 

F2017-28G  ::  $195

BLUE

Can be worn long or short.  Brass flat 

chain, pearlized chalcedony, toggle, 

and arrowhead charm

NF17-02g  ::  $220 

STARLIGHT
14k gold filled flat chain with hand faceted labrador-

ite. Hand cast solid brass star charm. 36 inches long.

LOVE-38S  ::  $180

THIS ARROW
LOVE-37G  ::  $180

ARROW

Oxodized silver chain, side clear crystal 

charm, carved brass arrow charm. 18 inches.

14k gold filled rope chain, green peridot, 

side clear crystal charm, carved brass arrow 

charm. 18 inches.

NF17-37g  ::  $230

SHARKY
Matte onyx, black crystal, and 14k gold filled 

chain layered necklace.  Sharks tooth charm with 

white crystal accent.  20 inches long

LYR-04G  ::  $230 

SISIKA

Multi layer delicate necklace. 14k gold filled curb 

chain, hunter green stones, and loved stamped 

coin. 17-20 inches.
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F2017-33G  ::  $175

TEAL

Gold filled flat chain, labradorite, loved 

charm, and side coin. Adjustable 

LYR-08G  ::  $275 

PENROSE
LYR-10S  ::  $240 

SASHA

Multi layer delicate necklace. 14k gold filled curb chain, 

labradorite, and hand cast brass charm. 16-24 inches.

Multi layer necklace. Oxodized silver curb chain, 

labradorite, hand cast silver charm. 16-22 inches.

NF17-38g  ::  $230

ZEN

Turquoise with yellow and aqua Afgahni beads.  14k 

gold filled chain and brass tag charm.  20 inches long.

F2017-34G  ::  $175 

SCARLETT
F2017-35G  ::  $216

ANSEL

Gold filled flat chain, pearlized chal-

cedony, loved charm, and side coin. 

 Adjustable 

Gold filled flat chain, shell, pearl, 

loved charm, and side coin.  

Adjustable 

NF17-15g  ::  $265 

NOHO

Matte onyx, labradorite, and african brass trade beads 

with 14k gold filled oval chain backing. 34 inches.

NF17-16g  ::  $290 

SOHO

Turquoise beading, hematite accent beading, 

and 14k oval chain backing. 34 inches.

LYR-01G  ::  $300 

BONBON

14k gold filled paper clip chain. Pearlized chal-

cedony, African beads, and crystals. 34 inches.
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F2017-24G ::  $240 

WHITE TAG
F2017-25S  ::  $240

BLUE TAG

F2017-22S  ::  $240 

TAUPE TAG
F2017-23G  |  $240 

BRIGHT TAG

Can be worn long or short. Flat gold filled 

chain, crystals and oversized tag.

Can be worn long or short. Flat silver chain, 

crystals and oversized tag.

Can be worn long or short. Flat chain, crys-

tals and oversized tag.

Can be worn long or short. Flat gold filled 

chain, crystals and oversized tag.

BD-07S  |  $260

AKULE

Sterling silver rope chain backing. Taupe and 

grey crystals, African beads, shell tear drop, and 

hand cast silver tag. 34 inches.

CRYS-14G  |  $215

BLUE EYES

Baby blue crystals and gold hematite, 

14k gold filled two treasure coins, and 

Montana agate. 36 inches.

CRYS-16S  |  $215 

FROZEN

Dark diamond crystals with rutilated quartz, 

sterling silver chain, and charms. 36 inches.

NF17-13s  ::  $340

QAMAR

Solid .925 sterling moon and star with multi 

strand silver chain. 20 inches 

F2017-08S  ::  $240

SILVER LAB

Mixed silver chains, silver bar, 

and labradorite. 17-24 inches

F2017-06S  ::  $240

SILVER ARROW

Mixed silver chains, silver arrow, and 

pearlized chalcedony. 17-24 inches
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NF17-24g  ::   $230

CRESCENT

Bone and African beads mixed with 

solid brass cast moon. 36 inches.

NF17-26g  ::  $230 

STAR GAZER

Solid brass sterling moon and star with silver chain.  Lobster 

clip for option to double wrap and resize. 28-38 inches. 

F2017-04G  ::  $264

BLACK CHARM
F2017-05G  ::   $264 

WHITE CHARM

Gold filled chain, shell, horn, crystal, and 

pearl. Adjustable

Gold filled chain, shell, horn, crystal, and 

pearl. Adjustable

F2017-07S  ::   $240

VENICE
NF17-35G  ::  $255

WISHBONE

Mixed silver chains, coin, and turquoise. 17-24 inches Warm grey crystals with solid 14k wishbone and 14k 

gold fill rope chain with Tahitian pearl. 18 inches.

F2017-01G  ::  $195

CORALED AWAY
Gold filled double layer necklace, pearl, 

brass coral charm. 18-24 inches

F2017-11S  ::  $195

SILVER CORAL

Sterling Silver  double layer necklace, pearl, 

silver coral charm. 18-24 inches
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CROC-01  ::  $385 

NILE
Black crocodile wrap cuff with 14K gold fill inlaid hand 

forged wire and gold button closure; one size fits all

CROC-02  ::  $385 

DUNDEE
Chocolate crocodile wrap cuff with 14K gold fill inlaid 

hand forged wire and gold button closure; one size fits all

CROC-03  ::  $385 

CAIMAN
Taupe crocodile wrap cuff with 14K gold fill inlaid hand 

forged wire and gold button closure; one size fits all

{  s ty le  note  }
The croc cuff is a statement piece 

that you can wear everyday. This 

piece gets better with age and will 

travel on all your adventures.

Be Bold
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MINICRC-G1  ::  $230 

HUCK

MINICRC-S2  ::  $230 

KISS
MINICRC-S1  ::  $230 

HOOK

MINICRC-G3  ::  $230 

MARSH
MINICRC-G2  ::  $230

HERSHEY

MINICRC-S3  ::  $230

SWAMP

Black mini croc with gold wire

Brown mini croc with silver wire Black mini croc with silver wire

Taupe mini croc with gold wire Brown mini croc with gold wire

Taupe mini croc with silver wire
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MSDM-1G  ::  $145 

LOURDES

MSD-188G  ::  $265 

LEIGHTON
MSDM-2G  ::  $145 

MARIA

MSD-189S  ::  $265 

OLIVIA
MSDM-3G  ::  $145

JACE

MSD-190G  ::  $265 

MAEVE

Small bone leather shred with two 

strands and sunstone; snap back closure

Grey colored leather, baroque pearl, scat-

tered pearls, 14k gold filled tubes, with 

crystal detail snap back for easy fit

Small brown leather shred with two strands 

and Moroccan agate; snap back closure

Grey colored leather, baroque pearl, 

scattered pearls, .925 sterling silver tubes, 

with crystal detail snap back for easy fit

Small shred with two strands and clay 

bead and pearl; snap back closure

Black colored leather, baroque pearl, 

scattered pearls, 14k gold filled tubes, 

with crystal detail snap back for easy fit

MSDM-4G  ::  $145

EVELYN

MSD-191S  ::  $265 

LIVELY

MSDM-5G  ::  $145 

JOCLYN

MSD-192G  ::  $265 

RIVER
MSD-193S  ::  $265 

LAYNE

Small shred with two strands and 

moonstone; snap back closure

Black colored leather, baroque pearl, scat-

tered pearls, .925 sterling silver tubes, with 

crystal detail snap back for easy fit

Small shred with two strands and 

labradorite; snap back closure

Bone colored leather, baroque pearl, 

scattered pearls, .14k gold filled tubes, 

with crystal detail snap back for easy fit

Bone colored leather, baroque pearl, scat-

tered pearls, .925 sterling silver tubes, with 

crystal detail snap back for easy fit

Shred Petites layer a smaller 

version of our most 

iconic bracelet
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MSD-194G  ::  $240 

ATARAH
MSD-199G  ::  $265 

BETHANY

MSD-197S  ::  $240 

ALLOY
MSD-204S  ::  $240 

MERCY
MSD-202G  ::  $240

HOPE

MSD-195S  ::  $240 

ADRIEL
MSD-200S  ::  $265 

CHARITY

MSD-198G  ::  $240 

ASHLYN

MSD-196G  ::  $240 

ALLIE
MSD-201S  ::  $265 

ESTHER
Tan brown colored leather, 14k gold filled tubes, 

moonstone, snap back for easy fit

Taupe colored leather, large labradorite, 

scattered labradorite, gold filled tubes, 

with spinel detail snap back for easy fit

Grey colored leather, .925 sterling 

silver tubes, moonstone, snap back 

for easy fit

Brown colored leather, blue amazonite, .925 

sterling silver tubes; snap back for easy fit

Grey colored leather, blue amazonite, 14k 

gold filled tubes; snap back for easy fit

Dark brown colored leather, .925 sterling silver 

tubes, moonstone, snap back for easy fit

Black colored leather, large labradorite, 

scattered labradorite with .925 silver

tubes, spinel detail snap back for easy fit

Charcoal/Navy colored leather, 14k 

gold filled tubes, moonstone, snap 

back for easy fit

Grey colored leather, 14k gold filled tubes, 

moonstone, snap back for easy fit

Grey colored leather, large labradorite, 

scattered labradorite with .925 sterling silver 

tubes, spinel detail; snap back for easy fit
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MSD-205S  ::  $240 

MIRIAM
MSD-211S  ::  $252 

BLAINE
MSD-206G  ::  $240 

SAPPHRIA
MSD-180S  ::  $252 

DAKOTA
MSD-207G  ::  $240 

SHILOH
Grey colored leather, pinolith stone, .925 sterling 

silver tubes; snap back for easy fit

Grey colored leather, large hollandite 

quartz, scattered quartz, .925 sterling

silver tubes, with spinel detail snap back 

for easy fit

Black colored leather, pinolith stone,14k gold 

filled tubes; snap back for easy fit

Black colored leather, large hollandite quartz, 

scattered quartz, .925 sterling silver tubes, 

with spinel detail snap back for easy fit

Taupe colored leather, pinolith stone,14k 

gold filled tubes; snap back for easy fit

MSD-181G  ::  $240 

EMERSON
MSD-182S  ::  $240 

FLYNN
MSD-209S  ::  $240 

ZINA
MSD-210G  ::  $240

VICTORIA
Taupe Horween leather shred, 14k gold 

filled tubes, large aquamarine, crystals

Grey Horween leather shred, .925 sterling 

silver tubes, large aquamarine, crystals

Taupe colored leather, large sunstone, scat-

tered sunstone, .925 sterling silver

tubes, with spinel detail snap back for easy fit

Grey colored leather, large sunstone, scat-

tered sunstone, gold filled tubes,

with spinel detail snap back for easy fit
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MSD-183G  ::  $240 

HARLEY
MSD-212S  ::  $240

DALLAS

MSD-186S  ::  $240 

RAEGAN

MSD-184G  ::  $240 

LOGAN

MSD-187G  ::  $252 

TAYLOR
MSD-187S  ::  $252 

TYLER

MSD-185G  ::  $240

QUINN
Brown leather with antique African trade bead 

and Mykonos clay beads, 14k gold filled tubes 

and snap closure

Grey colored leather, grey baroque pearl, 

.925 sterling tubes, snap back for easy fit

Grey leather with natural tumbled 

smoky quartz, .925 sterling silver filled 

tubes and snap back for easy fit

Grey leather with antique African trade bead 

and Mykonos clay beads, 14k gold filled tubes 

and snap closure

Black leather with rainbow obsidian, 14k 

gold filled tubes and snap back for

easy fit

Black leather with rainbow obsidian, 

.925 sterling silver filled tubes and 

snap back for easy fit

Brown leather with natural tumbled 

smokey quartz, 14k gold filled tubes and 

snap back for easy fit

MSD-170G  ::  $240

JASPER
MSD-165G  ::  $240

MIA
Taupe colored horween leather, 14k gold 

filled tubes, with orange jasper, snap

back for easy fit

Rich brown colored horween leather, 14k 

gold filled tubes, orange jasper, snap 

back for easy fit

Always H and Made
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MSD-134S  ::  $750

NELLA
MSD-135S  ::  $750

CAIRN

MSD-166G  ::  $240 

GIA

Bone colored leather, .925 sterling silver 

tubes, large pave diamond bead, black 

south sea pearl, snap back for easy fit

Black colored leather, .925 sterling silver 

tubes, large pave diamond bead, black 

south sea pearl, snap back for easy fit 

Rich brown colored horween leather, 

14k gold filled tubes, blush chalcedony, 

snap back for easy fit

MSD-137G  ::  $245 

MADDIE

MSD-151G  ::  $245 

PAISLEY

Black colored leather, 14k gold filled 

tubes, cream pearlized chalcedony, 

snap back for easy fit

Bone colored leather, 14k gold filled 

tubes, scattered cream chalcedony, 

snap back for easy fit

MSD-130S  ::  $245 

FAI
Bone colored leather, .925 sterling sil-

ver tubes, taupe pearlized chalcedony,

snap back for easy fit

We  always  collect  Tahitian 
pearls  on  our  sailing  travels
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MSD-65G  ::  $240

FARMERS DAUGHTER

MSD-173S  ::  $240

ZOE
MSD-18S  ::  $240

CLASSY

MSD-33S  ::  $240

TEMPTRESS
MSD-76S  ::  $240

OCEAN DEEP

MSD-56G  ::  $240

PRIMER

MSD-108S  ::  $240

RAY
MSD-29G  ::  $240

LBD

MSD-32S  ::  $240

BLACK HAWK
Vintage tan Horween leather shred, 

14k gold filled tubes, turquoise and 

pearl, snap back for easy fit

Taupe colored horween leather, 925 

sterling tubes, turquoise and pearl, 

snap back for easy fit

Chocolate Italian leather, .925 

sterling tubes, freshwater pearls, 

snap back for easy fit

Black Italian leather, .925 sterling 

silver tubes, black freshwater 

pearls, snap back for easy fit

Navy Italian leather, .925 sterling 

tubes, white baroque pearls, snap 

back for easy fit

Vintage cream Horween leather 

shred, 14k gold filled tubes, turquoise 

and pearl, snap back for easy fit

Chocolate Horween leather shred, 

sterling silver filled tubes, turquoise, 

and snap back for easy fit

Black Italian leather, 14k gold filled tubes, 

freshwater pearls, snap back for easy fit

Black Italian leather, .925 sterling 

silver tubes, turquoise and pearl, 

snap back for easy fit
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WIR-67G  ::  $2655

YINYANG

MSD-103G  ::  $240

IPSA

WIR-57S  ::  $228

CELESTIAL
WIR-56G  ::  $228

CELESTINE

14k gold wire cuff with black pearl and 

horn moon

Taupe Horween leather shred, 14k gold 

filled tubes, large pearl, crystals, and snap 

back for easy fit

Silver wire cuff with herkimer 

diamond quartz

14k gold wire cuff with herkimer 

diamond quartz

MSD-93G  ::  $240

FOSSIL
Vintage cream Horween leather shred, 

14k gold filled tubes, sliced ammonite, and 

snap back for easy fit

Taupe colored horween leather, 14k gold 

filled tubes, with golden rutilated quartz, 

snap back for easy fit

Rich Brown colored horween leather, 14k gold 

filled tubes, with scattered baroque pearls, snap 

back for easy fit

MSD-169G  ::  $240

CHARLOTTE
MSD-131S  ::  $245 

FALIT

Navy colored leather, .925 sterling silver 

tubes, taupe pearlized chalcedony, snap 

back for easy fit 

Delicate 
   yet   BoldMSD-172G  ::  $240

CHLOE
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BANGLEMIX-2  ::  $144

LUNA
WRP-EYE1  ::  $95

EYELET
WRP-EYE2  ::  $95

EYELASH
Hand forged brass cuff ; adjustable Black Italian leather with gold stamped evil eyeBrown Italian leather with gold stamped evil eye

BANGLEMIX-4  ::  $192

STORM
Hand forged brass cuff with evil 

eye multi chain; adjustable

BANGLEMIX-1  ::  $180

SKYE
Hand forged brass cuff with gold 

and flat silver chain; adjustable

Hand forged brass cuff with 

thick gold chain; adjustable

14k gold filled hand forged wire 

with double wrap pearl and green 

beads. Lobster claw closure

BANGLEMIX-5  ::  $168

HONEY
WIR-58G  ::  $228

SELENE
BANGLEMIX-8  ::  $188 

JASMINE
WIR-59G  ::  $228

PENELOPE
WIR-60G ::  $228 

GAIA

Thick gold chain with herkimer large dia-

mond quartz charm; adjustable

14k gold filled hand forged wire with 

double wrap pearl and grey beads. 

Lobster claw closure

14k gold filled hand forged wire with dou-

ble wrap pearl and clear crystal beads and 

gold chain. Lobster claw closure
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WIR-62S  ::  $228

LARISA
.925 silver hand forged wire with black 

spinel beads and silver African beads; 

lobster claw closure

WIR-63S  ::  $228

PHAEDRA
.925 silver hand forged wire 

with crystal beads and white 

pearls; lobster claw closure

WIR-65G  ::  $228

HARMONIA
14k gold filled hand forged wire with dou-

ble wrap pearl and coral beads and gold 

chain. Lobster claw closure

.925 silver hand forged wire with 

silver chain, pearl and aquamarine;  

lobster claw closure

14k gold filled hand forged wire. This piece will 

never tarnish or change. You can engrave the

inside, outside, or both at no charge.

WIR-64S  ::  $228

THALIA

WIR-55G  ::  $175

BLANK SLATE
WIR-55G  ::  $175

BLANK SLATE

.925 solid sterling hand forged wire. You can en-

grave the inside, outside, or both at no charge.

BANGLEMIX-7  ::  $205

ARTEMIS
Hand forged brass cuff with green and 

blue evil eye chain ; adjustable

Hand forged brass cuff with multi color 

evil eye chain ; adjustable

BANGLEMIX-6  ::  $205

REFLECTION

Protection is 
beautiful
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WIR-45G  ::  $245

MILES
BB-31G  ::  $265

WYOMING

WIR-51G  ::  $245

TAVI
BB-34S  ::  $265

COLORADO

WIR-47S  ::  $245

MINOS
BB-32G  ::  $265

ARIZONA

WIR-52G  ::  $245

TEX
BB-35S  ::  $265

OREGON

14k gold filled hand forged wire with double 

wrap freshwater pearls, chalcedony, and flat 

chain. Lobster claw closure

Brown leather with 14k gold filled tubes, gold 

African beads and white mini pearls that 

double wraps with oversize bit toggle

Brown leather with .925 sterling silver tubes, 

and aquamarine beads and pearl that double 

wraps with oversize bit toggle

.925 silver hand forged wire with double 

wrap baby pearls, African silver beads, and 

faceted labradorite. Lobster claw closure

Brown leather with 14k gold filled tubes, 

black spinel that double wraps with over-

size bit toggle

Black leather with .925 sterling tubes, silver 

African beads and mini labradorite beads 

that double wraps with oversize bit toggle

WIR-34S  ::  $255

GOSSAMER
BB-30G  ::  $265

MONTANA

WIR-48G  ::  $245

MISI
BB-33G  ::  $265

NEW MEXICO

WIR-54G  ::  $245

TIAGO

BB-19G  ::  $275

ALPIN
BB-34S  ::  $275

LOVELL

.925 sterling silver hand forged wire with 

double wrap grey spinel, oxodized chain, 

and African silver beading

Brown leather with 14k gold filled tubes, strands 

of neutral shell beads and gold beads that 

double wraps with oversize bit toggle

14k gold filled hand forged wire with dou-

ble wrap military green beads and rope 

chain. Lobster claw closure

Brown leather with 14k gold filled tubes, 

and aquamarine beads that double wraps 

with oversize bit toggle

14k gold filled hand forged wire with double 

wrap silver flat chain. Lobster claw closure

Natural tan leather with 14k gold filled 

tubes, two strands of champagne crystals 

that double wraps with oversize bit toggle

Saddle tan leather with .925 sterling silver 

tubes, silver African beads and white hand 

faceted chalcedony that double wraps 

with oversize bit toggle

14k gold filled hand forged wire with 

double wrap turquoise and pearl. Lobster 

claw closure

14k gold filled hand forged wire with dou-

ble wrap labradorite, African beads, and 

rope chain. Lobster claw closure
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PCD-01S ::  $240

BEAUMONT

PCD-04S ::  $240

BIRCH

PCD-07G  ::  $225

CARBONDALE

PCD-08G  ::  $225

CRESTED BUTTE

PCD-02S ::  $240

ALIX
PCD-06G  ::  $225

WINTER PARK

PCD-03S ::  $240

BRANCH

Multi strand tan leather bracelet, 

.925 sterling silver tubes, white 

pearls, sun goddess charm, and 

toggle back 

Multi strand light brown leather brace-

let, sterling silver tubes, white pearls, 

sun goddess charm, and toggle back

Multi strand dark brown leather bracelet, 

14k gold filled tubes, and toggle back

Multi strand brown leather bracelet, 

Mykonos clay beads, and toggle back

Multi strand black leather bracelet, 

.925 sterling silver tubes, white pearls, 

sun goddess charm, and toggle back 

Multi strand light brown leather bracelet, 

14k gold filled tubes, and toggle back

Multi strand dark brown leather 

bracelet, .925 sterling silver tubes, 

white pearls, sun goddess charm, 

and toggle back 
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BRS-61G  ::  $195

NOVA

BRS-65S  ::  $195

OVERLOOK

BRS-62G  ::  $195

BELLE REVE

BRS-66S  ::  $195

ALCATRAZ

Solid brass with gold charm and baroque 

pearl; lobster claw closure; adjustable

Solid brass with gold charm and obisidan; 

lobster claw closure; adjustable

BRS-60G  ::  $195

BLACKGATE

BRS-63G  ::  $195

OSWALD

BRS-64S  ::  $195

PAVELOCK

Solid brass with gold star and moonstone 

charm; lobster claw closure; adjustable

Solid brass with gold talisman charm and blue 

amazonite; lobster claw closure; adjustable

Solid brass silver plate with silver charm and 

baroque pearl; lobster claw closure; adjustable

Solid brass silver plate with silver charm and 

quartz; lobster claw closure; adjustable

Solid brass silver plate with aquamarine 

charm; lobster claw closure; adjustable

WRP-42G  ::  $170 

MARCELLO
WRP-43G ::  $170 

MARIN
Black leather with 14k gold filled hand 

forged wire and labradorite crystals

Military green leather with 14k gold filled hand 

forged wire and military green crystals

WRP-53G  ::  $170 

DANI
WRP-53G  ::  $170 

DEO

Bone leather with 14k gold filled hand 

forged wire and turqouise beading

Taupe leather with 14k gold filled hand 

forged wire and hand faceted labradorite
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WIR-71G ::  $230

AGNI
WIR-72G ::  $230

AHE

Cream crystal beaded and woven into hand 

forged brass diamond wire form.

Adjustable

Afgahni turquoise beaded and woven into hand 

forged brass diamond wire form.

Adjustable

WIR-73S ::  $230

ADLER
WIR-70S ::   $230

ADONI

Sea blue crystal beaded and woven into hand 

forged silver plated diamond wire form. 

Adjustable 

Cream crystal beaded and woven into hand 

forged silver plated diamond wire form. 

Adjustable 

IDW-01G  |  $230

BEL
Solid brass open ID with woven crystals.  

Dark diamond crystals. Double wrapped 

black leather. Adjustable

IDW-02G  |  $230

REBEL

Solid brass open ID with woven crystals.  

Dark diamond crystals. Double wrapped 

charcoal grey leather.  Adjustable

IDW-13S  |  $225

MARIE
Solid silver coated brass open ID with woven metallic taupe 

crystals. Double wrapped charcoal grey leather. Adjustable

IDW-14S  |  $225

EVE
Solid .925 sterling open ID with woven pearl crystals. 

Double wrapped light taupe leather.  Adjustable

IDW-15S  |  $225

GRACE
Solid .925 sterling open ID with woven blush crys-

tals. Double wrapped taupe leather. Adjustable

IDW-17S  |  $228

ESTELLE
Solid .925 sterling open ID with woven dark metallic crys-

tals.  Double wrapped charcoal grey leather. Adjustable

IDW-16S  |  $228

EMMANUELLE

Solid .925 sterling open ID with woven 

light blue crystals double wrapped light 

taupe leather  Adjustable
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IDW-22S  |  $220 

CLARICE

Solid .925 sterling silver ID. Double wrapped, 

with side crystal detail; black Italian leather. 

Adjustable

IDW-18G  |  $220

ANGELINA

IDW-20S  |  $220

AUDREY

IDW-21G  |  $220

CAROL

Solid brass ID. Double wrapped, with side 

crystal detail; taupe Italian leather.  

Adjustable

Solid .925 sterling silver ID. Double wrapped, wtih 

side crystal detail; charcoal/grey leather.  

Adjustable

Solid brass ID. Double wrapped, with 

side crystal detail; charcoal/grey leather.  

Adjustable

IDW-19G  |  $220

BELLE

Solid brass ID. Double wrapped, with side 

crystal detail; black Italian leather.  

Adjustable

IDW-10G  |  $225

RAIDUS
IDW-11G  |  $225

ULMA

IDW-12G  |  $225

MAXILLA

Bull horn inlaid 14k gold filled wire ID. 

Double wrapped, tan leather.  

Adjustable

Bull horn with inlaid 14k gold filled wire ID. 

Double wrapped,taupe leather.  

Adjustable

Bull horn with inlaid 14k gold filled wire ID. 

Double wrapped, black leather.  

Adjustable
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CWP-06S  ::  $195

BANJO
Silver hammered cuff with  

bone leather wrap. Adjustable

CWP-06G  ::  $195

LUNE
Brass hammered cuff with  

bone leather wrap. Adjustable

CWP-01G ::  $195

CONEY
CWP-05G  ::  $195

VIX
Gold hammered cuff with  

taupe leather wrap

Gold hammered cuff with  

black leather wrap

CWP-05S  ::  $195

TINKA

Silver hammered cuff with  

black leather wrap

GAP-10G  ::  $190 

GLORIA

Hammered brass cuff with 

hand wrapped labradorite.  

One size fits all

GAP-11S  ::  $190 

HOLLY

Hammered silver plated cuff  

with hand wrapped labradorite.  

One size fits all

GAP-09G  ::  $190 

GINGER

Hammered brass cuff  

with hand wrapped agate.  

One size fits all

GAP-12G  ::  $190 

SAGE

Hammered brass cuff  

with hand baroque pearl.  

One size fits all
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101
Matte turquoise and citrus 

yellow with silver metallic sheen.  
Hand dyed in Spain.

106
Matte royal and sky blue with 
deep navy accents and gold 
metallic sheen. Hand dyed in 

Spain.

112
Midnight black with against the 
grain hand painted silver leafing. 

Hand dyed in Spain.

117
Sueded and hand buffed black. 

Hand dyed in Spain.

102
Matte military brown, slate blue, 

and canary yellow with silver 
sheen. Hand dyed in Spain.

107
Matte burnt orange fade to slate 

gray and cream. Hand dyed in 
Spain.

113
Matte royal blue. 

Hand dyed in Spain.

118
Midnight black with against the 
grain hand painted gold leafing. 

Hand dyed in Spain.

103
Matte baby pink. 

Hand dyed in Spain.

108
Matte military brown, light 

ochre tan, with silver and gold 
sheen. Hand dyed in Spain.

114
Sueded and hand buffed grey. 

Hand dyed in Spain.

119
Pebbled japanese black stingray

104
Matte rainy day blue to sunset 
pink ombre fade with gold me-
tallic sheen. Hand dyed in Spain.

109
Matte tropcical bird. 
Hand dyed in Spain.

120
Pebbled cream white stingray

105
Matte coral red. 

Hand dyed in Spain.

111
Matte mint and grey. 
Hand dyed in Spain.

116
Natural python with hand paint-

ed and tiled gold leafing. 
Hand dyed in Spain.

121
True white python. 

Hand dyed in Spain.

SILVER

BRASS

Cuff Bar
Choose a cuff and leather combination that suits your style.. Any combination is possible!

Skins
Match one of these beautiful hand-dyed skins with a cuff of your choice. 

HG  |  $195

H CUFF
Hand hammered brass cuff

One size fits all

HS  |  $195

H CUFF
Hand hammered silver cuff

One size fits all

RCFG  |  $275

BIG CUFF
2”cuff inlaid in brass cuff with Italian 

pyramid rivets. One size fits all

RCFS  |  $275

BIG CUFF
2”cuff inlaid in silver cuff with Ital-

ian pyramid rivets. One size fits all

MSFG  |  $95

MINI STACKER 
Stackable hammered 

brass cuff inlaid

MSFS  |  $95

MINI STACKER 
Stackable hammered 

silver cuff inlaid

TCFG  |  $175

SMALL CUFF
3/4”cuff inlaid in brass cuff with Ital-

ian pyramid rivets. One size fits all

TCFS  |  $175

SMALL CUFF
3/4”cuff inlaid in silver cuff with Italian 

pyramid rivets. One size fits all
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EAR-50G  ::  $155

PARIS

EAR-53G  ::  $132

MADRID

EAR-51G  ::  $155

VIENNA

EAR-54G  ::  $135

TUSCANY

14k gold filled hand forged 

hoop with baroque pearl

14k gold filled backs with 

black obsidion drop

14k gold filled hand forged 

hoop with raw lapis

14k gold filled backs with gold 

brass balls and mini pearl

EAR-49G  ::  $155

LONDON

EAR-52S  ::  $155

ROME

EAR-55G  ::  $135

BARCELONA
EAR-56G  ::  $135

NEPAL
EAR-56G  ::  $135

AMSTERDAM

14k gold filled hand forged hoop w/ moonstone 

.925 sterling silver hand forged hoop 

with silver ball and turquoise

14k gold filled backs with gold 

brass balls and raw lapis

14k gold filled backs with gold 

brass balls and raw quartz

14k gold filled backs with gold 

brass balls and gold beading

Asymmetry in Everything
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EAR-40G  ::  $135

DUBLIN

EAR-32G  ::  $165

KENT

EAR-46G  ::  $140

CORAL SUMMER

EAR-33G  ::  $165

WALES

14k gold filled backs with aquamarine drop

14k gold filled hand forged hoop with 

blue and white pearlized chalcedony. 

Gold filled, coral, turquoise, crystal

14k gold filled hand forged 

hoop with clear crystal detail.

EAR-60G  ::  $135

BERLIN

EAR-40G  ::  $180

HOOPED

EAR-26G  ::  $155

SUSSEX
EAR-59G  ::  $!15

ROSA
EAR-18G  ::  $120

PEARLY

14k gold filled backs with amazonite drop

14k gold filled hand forged hoop 

with clear crystal detail

14k gold filled earring lever backs. rose, 

cream, and blue pearlized chalcedony.

Mauve silk fringe on 14k gold filled hoops 

with white crystal accents. 1.5 inches long

White baroque pearls. 14k 

gold filled backings



TAYLOR TESSIER, CEO & Lead Designer

 {  notes  about  the  col lec t ion }
The collection this season was clean and simple 

sophistication. The designs are inspired by fresh 

spontaneous beauty and timeless casual elegance.
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